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An irreducible complex character of a finite group is called monomial if it is 
induced from a linear (i.e., degree one) character of a subgroup. Let G be a p- 
solvable group, N a normal subgroup of G and (3 a monomial character of N of p- 
power degree. We present a theorem stating that under certain conditions imposed 
on G, N and p. the irreducible characters of G lying over 0 are again monomial. 
This is a converse to a recent theorem of E. C. Dade. (’ 1987 Acadenuc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An irreducible complex character of a finite group G is monomial if it is 
induced from a linear (i.e., degree one) character of a subgroup of G. 
Recently E. C. Dade proved the following theorem (Theorem (0) in Cl]): 
THEOREM (Dade, 1981). Let G he p-solvable with p # 2 and suppose 
x E Irr(G) is monomiul und x( 1) is u power of p. Let S he a subnormal sub- 
group of G. Then every irreducible constituent of the restricted character xs 
is monomial. 
In order to prove this theorem, it suffices to assume S is a normal 
subgroup of G and IG/Sl =p-power, as pointed out at the beginning of 
Section 4 of this paper. The main result of the present paper is a converse 
to Dade’s theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let G be p-solvable with p # 2 and let N be a normal sub- 
group of G with GIN supersolvable of odd order. Assume that every prime 
divisor of IG/NI divides p(p - 1). Suppose 8 E Irr(N) is monomial and O( 1) is 
a power qf p. Then every irreducible constituent qf the induced character t3G 
is monomial. 
We supply two proofs of Theorem A. Both of them analyse a coun- 
terexample of minimal order. However, at a certain point the proofs 
diverge. One proof consists of a thorough analysis of the occurring normal 
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subgroup N of G, while the other uses the following interesting result, 
Theorem B, which can be looked upon as a dual to our Theorem A. It 
extends I. M. Isaacs’ Theorem (5.1) of [6] and shall be proved in Section 3. 
Recall that an irreducible complex character of a finite group G is primitioe 
if it cannot be obtained by inducing any character of a proper subgroup of 
G. 
THEOREM B. Let G he p-solvable with p # 2 and suppose 1 E Irr(G) is 
primitive and x( 1) is a power of p. Let N be a normal subgroup of G with 
GIN supersolvable qf odd order. Assume that every prime divisor of (GIN1 
divides p(p - 1). Then the restricted character xN is irreducible and primitive. 
The work of Isaacs [6] betrays a remarkable interplay of the two 
extreme kinds of characters: monomial and primitive. This paper 
demonstrates this again. As a common feature in the character theory of 
finite solvable groups, the proofs often lead to assertions concerning 
modules over group rings. In Section 2 a theorem on anisotropic modules 
is proved. It is here that we use a recent result of one of the authors 
(Theorem D in [lo]) dealing with the decomposition of a restricted sym- 
plectic module. 
We emphasize that counterexamples to Theorems A and B exist, as soon 
as one of the hypotheses is dropped. For instance both theorems are false if 
p= 2. Namely, there exists a solvable minimal non-M-group G of order 
2’. 7 having a primitive x E Irr(G) with x( 1) = 8 and an N a G with 
IGIN] = 2. However xN E Irr(N) and xN is monomial. 
The Theorems A and B are also false if p # 2 and G/N has even order. 
Here a counterexample is provided by a solvable minimal non-M-group G 
of order 22. 3. 133 having a primitive x E Irr(G) with x( 1) = 13 and an 
N u G with [G/N1 = 4. Here also X~E Irr(N) and xN is monomial. The 
reader is referred to [9] for the construction of the above two examples. 
All groups in this paper are finite and representation theory is done over 
the field of complex numbers. Our notation follows [3, 4, lo], or is 
otherwise standard or self-explanatory. We write H d G (respectively 
N 9 G) to mean H is a subgroup of G (respectively N is a normal sub- 
group of G), whereas we write H < G (respectively N a G) to mean H is a 
proper subgroup of G (respectively N is a proper normal subgroup of G). 
Throughout [F denotes a finite field without specifying the explicit car- 
dinality of [F. We denote by IF, the field of p elements, p a prime. 
Let V be a (non-zero) [FG-module. If NIP G, then by restricting the 
action of G on V to N, V is also a EN-module, which we denote by I’,. V 
is called symplectic if it carries an [F-bilinear alternating G-invariant form. 
(Notice that we do not require the form to be non-singular.) V is called 
anisotropic if it is non-singular symplectic and (0) is the only isotropic 
IFG-submodule of V. 
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2. ANISOTROPIC MODULES 
Let V be an anisotropic [FG-module and let N 4 G. In this section our 
main object is to prove Theorem (2.3) which states that under certain con- 
ditions imposed on G, N and IF, the restriction V,V is again anisotropic as 
an [FN-module. It should be remarked that this theorem resembles 
Theorem (3.1) in [7]. However, the result given here is much more general. 
First we analyse some special cases. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let V he an anisotropic homogeneous FG-module. Let 
N a G with IG/NI = q, q an odd prime. Assume that q 1 1 IFI - 1. Then V, is 
anisotropic or there exist non-singular symplectic irreducible FN - modules 
W, and W, and non-singular symplectic irreducible FG-modules V, and V, 
such that W, E W, as EN-modules, V, rr V, as FG-modules, ( Vi),v = W, 
(i= 1, 2) V= V,IV, and V,= W,I Wz. 
Proaf: If V is irreducible as IFG-module, then V, is anisotropic, follow- 
ing Theorem D in [lo] and Proposition (2.3) in [ 11. Hence assume that V 
is reducible. Then Corollary (2.10) in [ 1 ] implies V = V, I V,, with V, and 
V, both non-singular symplectic irreducible IFG-modules, such that V, N V, 
as iFG-modules. Now according to Theorem D in [lo], either ( V,)N splits 
into q pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible non-singular symplectic 
iFN-modules or (V,), is irreducible (and hence non-singular symplectic) as 
iFN-module. In the last case we are done, so assume that 
( V,),v = W,, I ... I W,,, whence, as V, 2: V, as IFG-modules, also 
( V2),y = W,, I ... I Wzy, where the W,, (respectively the W,;) are pairwise 
non-isomorphic irreducible non-singular symplectic [FN-modules, num- 
bered in such a way that W,, = W,, for i= l,..., q as FN-modules. Put 
W, = W,,@ W,; for i= l,..., q. Then the W, are exactly the homogeneous 
components of V,. We show that V,V is anisotropic. Suppose T is a non- 
zero totally isotropic irreducible [FN-submodule of V,v. Then Tc W,, say. 
Let XE G, x$ N. Then C;=, TX’ is a non-zero iFG-submodule of V. Each 
TX’ is a totally isotropic irreducible EN-module. By Clifford’s theorem there 
exists an indexing such that TX’ c W,. As W, I W, for i # j, it follows that 
xr=, TX’ is a non-zero totally isotropic ifG-submodule of V. This con- 
tradicts V being anisotropic. i 
The second case of the above lemma is handled in the following theorem. 
It turns out that here V, is also anisotropic. 
(2.2) THEOREM. Let V he an anisotropic FG-module such that 
V = V, -L V,, with V, and V, isomorphic non-singular symplectic irreducible 
FG-modules. Let N a G with IG/NI = q, q an odd prime. Assume that 
q 1 IFI ~ 1. Then V,, is anisotropic. 
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Proof: As in the proof of Lemma (2.1) we can assume that (I’,), and 
(V2)N are irreducible isomorphic non-singular symplectic 5N-modules. 
Notice then that all irreducible lFN-submodules of V, are ifN-isomorphic 
to (Vl)N. 
Choose 0 E Hom,,( V,, V2), 8 # 0. Write ( .; ) for the symplectic form 
featuring on V. Now, as ( .; ) is non-singular on V,, every [F-linear map 
from V, to [F has the form ( ., w) for some w E V,. For each x E V, we have 
an [F-linear map (.8, x0): V, + IF and x determines ye V, with 
( +?, xe) = ( ., y). Writing 6: V, + V, for the map which carries x to y, we 
have that 
cze, xe) = cz, x6) for all x, z E V, . 
It is easily checked that 6 E End,,( V,). Indeed, 6 is [F-linear and for n E N 
and x, z E V, we have 
(z, xn6) = (ze, xnQ) = (ze, x&2) 
= (Ah-‘, xe) = (zn- 18, xe) 
= (zn-‘, x6) = (z, x&z). 
Whence xnd = xih for all x E V, and n E N, so 6 E End IFN( V, ). By Wedder- 
burn’s theorem End,,( V,) is a finite field. Write E = End,,( V,). Since 
B#O and (u0,xQ)=(u,xS) for all u,xEV~, we have that 6fO. As 
Hom,,( V,, Vz) = E. 0, it follows that every irreducible [FN-submodule of 
V, other than V, has the form 
x,= {x+xye:xE v,] for some y E E. 
Because V, and V, are orthogonal, we have for all x, y E V,, 
= <x,Y+YYY’~), 
for there exists a field automorphism z of E with 72 = 1 and 
(uct, u ) = (u, VCL~) for all CL E E and U, v E V, (see Step 1 of the proof of 
Theorem (4.2) in [6]). Therefore a necessary and sufficient condition that 
X, be totally isotropic is that 1 + yy’6 = 0 or yy’ = -6 ~ ‘. 
Assume that some X,, is totally isotropic. Then -6 ~ ’ lies in the image of 
the multiplicative group endomorphisms y + yy’ on E*. 
Let T # 1. Write F= {y E E: y7 = y ), the subfield of E fixed by T. Observe 
that [F E F. Let IFJ = n, so that n equals a power of [[FI. Now q 1 n - 1, as 
q ( l[F( - 1. By Galois theory (El = n2. Hence E* is a cyclic group of order 
n* - 1 and it follows that y’ = y” for all y E E. Therefore there are precisely 
n + 1 elements y E E with yy’= -8 y’, whence there exist n + 1 totally 
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isotropic irreducible FN-submodules of V,. Now G permutes them, as the 
form (. ; ) is G-invariant. As q is odd and q ) n - 1, we have that q /’ n + 1. 
Hence it follows that there exist at least two fixed points, i.e., there exists a 
non-zero totally isotropic FG-submodule of V, contradicting V being 
anisotropic. 
Therefore we may assume that r = 1. Then the map y H yy’ = y2 shows 
that there are one or two totally isotropic irreducible FN-submodules of 
V,, being permuted by G. Hence, as q is odd, at least one of it is a totally 
isotropic IFG-module, again a contradiction. 
So the assumption that some X, is totally isotropic is false and thus V, 
is anisotropic, as desired. 1 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let V be an anisotropic FG-module. Let Na G with 
G/N solvable of odd order. Assume that every prime divisor of IGIN divides 
llF[ - 1. Then V, is anisotropic. 
Proqf Without loss of generality we can assume that 1 GINI = q, q an 
odd prime, q 1 IFI - 1. It follows from Proposition (2.1) in [ 11, that V is an 
orthogonal direct sum of irreducible FG-modules. Each homogenous com- 
ponent W of V is clearly anisotropic. In fact such a W is an orthogonal 
direct sum of k isomorphic copies of some non-singular symplectic 
irreducible FG-module. According to Corollary (2.10) in [l], we have 
k d 2. 
Now suppose that V, and V, are irreducible FG-submodules of V, such 
that (V,), and (V,), have a common irreducible constituent. Since F is a 
splitting field for G/N (see Corollary (9.15) in [4]) and char(F) 1 IG/NI, it 
is possible to apply Lemma (3.4) of [7]. Hence V, = V,,I as FG-modules, 
for some linear F-character i of G/N. Now V, and V, are both non- 
singular symplectic, whence self-dual. Then, since 1, can be viewed as a 
linear Fcharacter of G of odd multiplicative order, Proposition (3.7) of [7] 
(in the case where E = F) yields V,Ib !Y V,. Hence V, and V, are 
isomorphic ff G-modules. 
So, if V= W, I ... I W, is the decomposition of V into a direct 
orthogonal sum of its homogeneous components W;, with W, 14 W, for 
i #j as FG-modules, then V, = ( W,),I ... I ( Wr)N, with (W,), & (W,), 
for i #j as [FN-modules and ( Wi)N and ( W,), have no FN-module as a 
common irreducible constituent if i #j. Now the theorem follows from (2.1) 
and (2.2). 1 
3. RESTRICTION OF PRIMITIVE CHARACTERS 
Suppose N g G and 8 E Irr(N). Let x E Irr(Gl0). A routine Mackey 
argument shows that if x is an extension of 0 and if 8 is primitive, then x is 
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also primitive. Conversely, if x is primitive. then standard Clifford theory 
yields that xN is a multiple of 0. Now the natural question arises whether H 
is primitive in this case. In general this is certainly not true. A coun- 
terexample is provided by G = SL,([F,), whose irreducible characters of 
degree 2 are primitive, yet their restrictions to N= Q, the quaternion group 
of order 8, are irreducible and imprimitive. 
In [6], Theorem (5.1), Isaacs succeeded in proving that under certain 
conditions xN is both irreducible and primitive. Here we generalize his 
theorem. We need a lemma. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let p and q he primes with q ( p - 1. Let G be a group of 
order pU. q (a 3 0) and let M be a minimal normal subgroup qf G. Then 
MEC,orM=Cy. 
Proof Let PE Syl,(G). From Sylow’s theorem it follows that Pa G. 
Hence G = PQ, P n Q = I, for some Q E Syl,(G). Now if M is a minimal 
normal subgroup of G, then M must be elementary abelian, as G is 
solvable. Hence M N C, or M is an elementary abelian p-group. In the last 
case M d P, so in particular M 4 P. As P is a p-group, M n Z(P) # 1. 
Hence M d Z(P), as Z(P) a G. So Q acts irreducibly on the [F,-vector 
space M, as M is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Let JMI =p’l, so that 
dimIFp(M) = n. It follows from Satz 11.3.10 of [3] that n equals the order of 
p in (z/42)*. As q 1 p - I, we have n = 1. Hence MN C,, as required. 1 
The following corollary will be used in Section 4. 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let p and q he primes with q 1 p - 1. Let G he a group 
of order p” q (a 3 0). Then G is supersolvable. 
Proqf This is clear from (3.1) using induction on I GJ. 1 
(3.3) THEOREM B. Let G be p-solvable btlith p # 2 and suppose x E Irr(G) 
is primitive and x(1) is a power of p. Let N 4 G with G/N supersolvable qf 
odd order. Assume that every prime divisor of’ 1 GINI divides p( p - 1). Then 
x N is irreducible and primitive. 
Proof There is nothing to prove if x( 1) = 1, so assume x( 1) > 1. It is no 
loss of generality to assume that IG/Nj =p or IG/NI = q, q an odd prime, 
q 1 p- 1. Now the first case is covered by Isaac? Theorem (5.1) in [6]. So 
assume that IG/NI = q, with q as above. Then x,,,E Irr(N), since by 
Corollary (6.19) of [4], the only other alternative is that xN is a sum of q 
distinct irreducible constituents, and this would violate the primitivity of II. 
Write xN = 8 E Irr( N) and suppose that 0 is imprimitive. So 0 = 5” for some 
< E Irr(H), H a proper subgroup of N. By transitivity of character induction 
we may assume that H is maximal in N. Observe that 
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~(1)=0(1)=t(l).IN:Hj, whence lN:HI and ((1) are powers of p. 
Moreover xH reduces by Frobenius’ reciprocity. 
We claim that H is not normal in N. For suppose Hu N. Then 
O”(N) & H. Notice that OP(N) 4 G and IG/Op(N)l = pa’ q, for some a 3 0. 
Let OP(N) G Xa G with X minimal such that xX is irreducible. We have 
X > Op( N), since Op( N) c_ H and xH reduces. Let X/Y be a chief factor of G 
with Y 2 O”(N). So X/Y is a minimal normal subgroup of the group G/Y, 
whereas jG/Y( 1 IG/Op(N)I. It follows from (3.1) that (X/Y] =p or 
IX/Y1 = q. The first case yields x y is a sum of p distinct irreducible con- 
stituents, violating the primitivity of x. The second case gives xu is 
irreducible as p #q, but this contradicts the minimality of X. This proves 
the above claim. 
Put L = core,(H) and note that since L G H < N we may consider sub- 
groups K ~3 G with L < KS N. Let for any such K $ be the unique 
irreducible constituent of the homogeneous character x/C (remember x is 
primitive). As K ti L and L= core,,(H), we have K 6 H and therefore 
N = HK, as H is maximal in N. Now, if ijL is irreducible, then GHnK is 
irreducible and then OH is irreducible by Lemma (4.1) of [S]. As this con- 
tradicts 8 = i; N, we conclude that $L reduces. Let d be the (unique) 
irreducible constituent of xL. Suppose K/L is abelian. Then 4 does not 
extend to K. Otherwise any element of Irr(KId) is an extension of 4, by a 
theorem of Gallagher (see Corollary (6.17) in [4]). In particular $ would 
extend 4, which contradicts $,. being reducible. Therefore, from now on we 
fix a K E N with K/L a chief section of G. Because IN : HI is a p-power and 
G is p-solvable, we see that K/L is an elementary abelian p-group. Write 
V= HnK. Observe that VaN. Indeed N= HK, V=HnKa H and 
[K, K] c L c V, whence V CI K. 
As L < G, Ku G and x is primitive, 4 and $ are both invariant in G. It 
follows from Section 2 in [S] that K/L admits an if,-bilinear alternating 
form with values in [F,,. Moreover this form is G-invariant as K-a G. As 4 
does not extend to K and is invariant in K, it follows from Theorem (6.18) 
of [4] that 4 is fully ramified with respect to K/L. Then 
Proposition (4.1)(c) in [6] implies that the form is non-singular. In other 
words, K/L can be viewed as a non-singular symplectic irreducible [F,,G- 
module. Hence we can apply Theorem D of [lo] in order to distinguish 
the following two possibilities that can occur when K/L is restricted to N. 
(a) (K/L), is an irreducible 1F,,N-module. 
(b) (K/L), = WJL I . . i WJL, where the W,JL are pairwise non- 
isomorphic irreducible non-singular symplectic IF, N-submodules of (K/L),. 
In case (a), K/L is a chief section of N, whence V= L. So 8, is a multiple 
of 4. In case (b) the only non-zero [F,,N-submodules of (K/L), which exist 
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are orthogonal direct sums of some of the WJL. Hence any such F,- 
submodule of (K/L), is non-singular symplectic. In particular (V/L), is 
non-singular symplectic, that is, V/L is a fully ramified section of N. So 
8, = (OK), is homogeneous. We conclude that in both cases (a) and (b) 8, 
is homogeneous. 
Since H is maximal in N, K/V is a chief section of N in both cases. Let 
S/K = soc( N/K). Then as 8, is homogeneous, it follows from 
Proposition (3.6) of [6] (read N for G and V for L in the notation of that 
theorem) that K/V s Z( S/V). Hence [K, S] s V. Also, by definition of S, 
[K, S] 4 G. This yields [K, S] s L, as K/L is a chief section of G. So 
S & C,( K/L). Write C = C,( K/L). Observe that Kc C a G. Let D = H n C. 
As [K, D] E [K, C] s L c D, we have D a HK = N. Now core,(H) = L 
and L c D s H, so L = core,(D) and hence i = n Dg, where g runs over a 
set 9 of coset representatives for N in G. Since C a G, C/L can be embed- 
ded in a direct product of the groups C/Dg, each of which is an elementary 
abelian p-group. Therefore C/L is an elementary abelian p-group with 
/C/L/ < jK/VIy, as 1F-I =q. 
In case (b) we have IK/VIy=IWJLIy=IK/LI and so K=S=C here. 
Then soc(N/K) = 1, yielding N= K, hence H = V a N, which is not true. 
We conclude that case (b) does not occur. 
Therefore case (a) applies. Thus V= L. Since C/L is an elementary 
abelian p-group and as 4 E Irr(L) is invariant in G, it follows from 
Proposition (4.1) of [6] that C/L admits a symplectic F,G-module struc- 
ture, associated with 4. Suppose that C/L is a singular symplectic F,G- 
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module in this sense. Then C/L contains a non-zero totally isotropic 
irreducible [F,G-module K,/L. By Proposition (4.1)(d) of [6] this is 
equivalent to the fact that 4 extends to K,. Since L = core,(H) and K, u G 
we have N = HK,. However, it has been proved earlier that then 4 cannot 
be extended to K,. Hence C/L is a non-singular symplectic [F,G-module. 
By the same reasoning as above, C/L is moreover anisotropic. As q ( p - 1, 
application of Theorem (2.3) gives that (C/L)N is an anisotropic lF,N- 
module. Now observe that D # V= L. For if D = L = V, then C = S = K, 
whence N = K, so that H = V 4 N, a contradiction. It follows that D/L is a 
non-zero non-singular symplectic lF,N-submodule of (C/L)N. By 
Proposition (4.1)(c) of [6], 0 is fully ramified with respect o D/L.-Hence 
6, = (O,), is homogeneous. Then Theorem (3.1) of [6] and the fact that 
D = core,(H) (as V= L) imply that H u N, a contradiction. We conclude 
that case (a) does not occur either. Hence the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 1 
4. INDUCTION OF MONOMIAL CHARACTERS 
Let p be a prime. Let YaX with p j IX/Y1 and let ij~Irr(X) with 
II/( 1) =p-power. It is well known that in this situation $ ,, is irreducible. 
Moreover if $ is monomial, then an easy Mackey argument shows that I,!J ,,, 
being irreducible, is monomial too. 
Now assume p # 2 and let G be p-solvable and S Q 4 G. Let 1 E Irr( G) 
with ~(l)=p-power. Dade has proved (Theorem(O) in [l]) that if 1 is 
monomial, any irreducible constituent of xs is monomial. The remarks in 
the preceding paragraph and the fact that G is p-solvable imply that in 
order to prove this theorem it is sufficient to assume that Sa G and 
lG/Sl =p. In this situation we have a direct converse to Dade’s theorem: if 
G is p-solvable (p # 2), S 4 4 G with /G : SI =p-power, 8 E Irr(S) 
monomial with 0( 1) = p-power, then every irreducible constituent of 8’ is 
monomial. This follows as an easy corollary of the main result proved in 
this section. 
(4.1) THEOREM A. Let G he a p-solvable with p # 2 and let N a G with 
G/N supersolvable of odd order. Assume that every prime divisor of IGIN 
divides p(p - 1). Suppose t’ E Irr(N) is monomial and 19( 1) is a power of p. 
Then every irreducible constituent of BG is monomial. 
Proof: The proof is divided in several steps and uses double induction: 
first on (GI and then on IG/Nl. Let G be a counterexample of minimal 
order. If N = G, then the result is trivial. So assume N < G and the induc- 
tions are initialized. So G and N satisfy the conditions stated in the 
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theorem and there exists a monomial 8 E Irr(N) with e( 1) =p-power, such 
that some x E Irr(Gle) is not monomial. 
Step 1. G/N is of prime order and xN = 8. 
Proof: First observe that 0 is invariant in G. Indeed, if the inertia group 
Zc;(e) of 8 in G is properly contained in G, then by induction it would 
follow that the Clifford correspondent of x lying over 8, x,,, is monomial. 
Then x = (x0)’ would be monomial, a contradiction. So fI is invariant in G. 
Now in order to prove that IG/NJ is a prime, it suffices to show that N is a 
maximal normal subgroup of G, for G/N is supersolvable. Indeed, as G/N is 
supersolvable, we can assume that there exists an Ma G with N < Mc G 
and [M/N/ = q, q a prime. Choose a $ E Irr(MJB) with [x,,, $1 #O. As 8 is 
invariant in M, it follows from Corollary (6.19) in [4] that $N = 8. Hence 
$( 1) = p-power. If [Ml < IGI it follows by induction that q is monomial. 
Also (G/MI < (G/N], so again by induction, x is monomial, a contradiction. 
We conclude that [G/N1 is prime and Corollary (6.19) in [4] again yields 
h=e. I 
Step 21 x is primitive. 
Proof: Assume x is imprimitive, say x = 5” for some 4 E Irr(H), H a 
maximal subgroup of G. We derive a contradiction. Observe that G = HN. 
Put L = core,(Hn N). Choose a 4 E Irr(L) with [e,, q5] #O. Let 
e,EIrr(Z,(q5)) be the Clifford correspondent of 0 lying over 4. As 8 is 
monomial and e( 1) = p-power, Theorem (7.1) in [ 11, due to Isaac% implies 
that Be is monomial. Note that e,( 1) =p-power as (0,)” = 8. Now let 
X+E Irr(Z,(d)) be the Clifford correspondent of x lying over 4. Suppose 
ZG(q5) & N. As x,, = 6, and (x6)” = x, it follows from Frobenius’ reciprocity 
that 8 = (x4)“. A comparison of character degrees then yields N = G, which 
is absurd. Hence, as by Step 1 /G/N1 is prime, we must have G = NZJd), 
whence ZG(4)/ZN(#) N G/N. Observe that [(x~),,,~,, e,] # 0. 
G=HN 
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Hence, if IG.($) < G, then we can apply the induction hypothesis on Z,(d) 
and IN($) to see that xI is monomial. As (x4)” = 1, this yields that x is 
monomial, a contradiction. In other words, 4 is invariant in G, so xL is 
homegeneous. Moreover f?(l)=~(l)=[(l)~IG:ZfI, so that pi /G:HI. 
Now Theorem (3.1) of [6] implies that in this situation L = H n N, that is, 
H n N Q G. Notice that a Mackey argument together with the fact that 
1 H/H n N( is prime shows that i” HnN=4. Now HnN-aN, so by Dade’s 
Theorem (0) in [ 1 ] we have that 4 is monomial. Also 4( 1) ( 0( I), so that 
4( 1) =p-power. Since H is not a counterexample, H n N 4 H and 
H/H n N rr G/N, induction implies that < is monomial. Hence 5” =x is 
monomial and we have reached a contradiction. m 
We are now in the situation that IG/N( = q, q an odd prime with q =p or 
qjp-1. Moreoverx N = 0 and x is primitive. At this point it is possible to 
invoke our Theorem (3.3). It follows that 0 is primitive. However, 0 is 
monomial, so we must have that 0 is linear, whence x is linear, thus in 
particular monomial, a contradiction. 
However, it is a matter of taste to do so. It turns out that there exists an 
alternative proof, based on disentangling the structure of N. Both views 
need Theorem (2.3). The proof given here is done in the same spirit as an 
analogous procedure in Isaacs’ paper [7]. We give this proof now and 
continue as follows. We may assume that Q( 1) > 1. 
Step 3. x and 8 are both faithful. 
ProoJ: As ilk = 0, we have ker(H) = N n ker(X) 4 G. If ker(X) # 1, then 
G/kero[) is not a counterexample. The induction hypothesis can be applied 
on N/ker(B) = N ker(X)/ker(X) and x and 6’. This yields that x is monomial, 
a contradiction. Hence ker(X) = 1, whence ker(H) = 1. m 
Step 4. Z(G) is cyclic and is the unique maximal abelian normal sub- 
group of G. Moreover Z(G) s N, whence in particular Z(G) = Z(N). 
Prmf: As x is faithful, Z(G) is cyclic. Let A u G be abelian. Since x is 
also primitive, it follows from Corollary (6.13) in [4] that A c Z(G). This 
proves the first assertion. As IG/NI is prime, either Z(G) G N or 
G = NZ(G). If G = NZ(G) it follows immediately that x is monomial, for 
xzcc;, = I( 1 )i. for some linear 1. E Irr(Z(G)) and 8 = ~,,v is monomial (step 1). 
So Z(G) E N. whence Z(G) G Z(N). Also Z(N) is an abelian normal sub- 
group of G, whence Z(G) 2 Z(N). So Z(G) = Z(N), as required. [ 
Step 5. Let F(N) be the Fitting subgroup of N. Then the following 
hold. 
(a) 1 <F(N)< N. 
(b) F(N)=CxO,(N), with CsZ(G)andpjICI. 
(c ) F(N) is nonabelian. 
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Proof: As N is p-solvable, O,.(N) # 1 or O,(N) # 1. In the last case we 
have 1 < O,(N) G F(N). So assume O,.(N) # 1. Of course OJ N) u G. Let ,u 
be the unique irreducible constituent of xoP,(,,,) (remember x is primitive). 
Observe that ,u( 1) ( x( 1) and p( 1) 1 lOP(N Hence ,U is linear. As 1 is 
faithful, we have O,(N) E Z(G) = Z(N) s F(N). We conclude that 
F(N) # 1. A similar argument shows that F(N) = C x O,(N), where C is a 
cyclic central $-subgroup of G. This proves (b). Now assume that 
N = F(N). Then C = U,(N) 5 Z(G). The group G/O,(N) has order 
IG/NI . IO,(N)/ =p”. qb with a 2 0 and 0 < h 6 1 and q an odd prime with 
q ( p - 1. By Corollary (3.2), G/O,.(N) is supersolvable. Hence G is an M- 
group by Satz V.18.4 of [3]. In particular x would be monomial, whence 
linear by Step 2. This contradicts 0( 1) > 1. We have now proved (a). Now 
suppose that F(N) is abelian. Then F(N) = Z(N) by Step 4. As F(N) < N, 
there exists a non-trivial chief section X/F(N) of G with XC N. Observe 
that F(N) = Z(X). Since G is p-solvable, X/F(N) is either a p-group or a p’- 
group. In the first case we get X/Z(X) is a p-group, so that X is nilpotent, 
whence XL F(N), contradicting X/F(N) being non-trivial. In the second 
case we have O,(X) = O,(N) c Z(X), so that O,(X) char X. Hence 
O,(X) a G and an argument as above gives O,(X) EZ(G). Therefore 
X= O,.(X) O,(X) L Z(X), so X= Z(X) = F(N), again a contradiction. This 
proves (c). 1 
Step 6. There exists an extra-special p-subgroup E of N and a 
p’-subgroup H of N such that the following hold. 
(a) EaG and EHaG. 
(b) [E, H] = E. 
(c) Z(E) L Z(G). 
Proof By Step 5 F(N) = C x O,(N), C a cyclic central p’-subgroup of G. 
Now consider 0, J N), i.e., 0, ,.(N)/O,( N) = O,,( N/O,(N)). Hence 
0, JN) u G. It follows that F(N) z O,, J N). Also C$, J N)/F( N) = 
OJ N/F( N)) as is easily checked. Notice that O,( N/Q N)) = 1, as the inverse 
image Y in N with Y/F(N) = O,(N/F(N)) IS nilpotent as CC Z(G). Hence, 
as N is p-solvable, we can conclude that F(N) < 0,. ,.(N). Hence by a 
theorem of Schur and Zassenhaus there exists a Hall p’-subgroup H of 
O,,(N) acting non-trivially on O,(N). So we have O,,(N) = HO,(N). 
Now define E= [O,(N), H]. Then E# 1. We claim that E and H are the 
groups we are looking for. Indeed let g E G. Then Hg is again a Hall p’-sub- 
group of O,,.(N). The theorem of Schur and Zassenhaus implies now the 
existence of an n E O,,(N) such that H” = Hg. Hence Eg = [ Op(N)g, H’] = 
[O,(N), H”] = [O,(N), H] = E. Hence E 4 G. Also Hg = H” implies 
Hg c H[O,(N), H] = EH. Hence EHa G. This proves (a). As 
gcd((H1, lOP(N) 1, it follows from Theorem 5.3.6 of [2] that [E, H] = 
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[O,(N), H, H] = [O,(N), H] = E. Now Z(E) char E and E a G, so 
Z(E) a G. By Step 4, Z(E) c Z(G). So (b) and (c) hold. We show E is an 
extra-special p-group. By Steps 4 and 5 the nonabelian group O,(N) has all 
its characteristic abelian subgroups cyclic and central. Then P. Hall’s 
theorem Satz 111.13.10 in [3] tells us that O,(N) = Z(O,(N)) D, a central 
product, with D an extra-special p-group of exponent p and with 
Q,(Z(O,(N))) and Z(D) identified. Direct calculation shows that D 
char O,(N), whence D a G. Hence E = [O,(N), H] = [D, H] c D. Suppose 
for a moment that E is abelian. Then by Step 4, Es Z(G), whence 
E = [E, H] = 1, a contradiction. So E is nonabelian. As E is a non-trivial 
subgroup of D, it follows that E is an extra-special p-group (of exponent 
PI. 1 
Step 7. There exists an abelian A a N such that Z(E) < A < E and A is 
a maximal abelian subgroup of E. 
Proof: By Step 3 8 is a monomial character of p-power degree with 
Z(E) ti ker(8). Using Step 6, we can apply Theorem (2.2) of [7], yielding 
that some maximal abelian subgroup of E is normal in N. [ 
Step 8. (Final contradiction). G is not a counterexample. 
Proof: As Z(E) z Z(G) by Step 6, E/Z(E) can be viewed as a non- 
singular symplectic [F, G-module V. Moreover V is anisotropic. Indeed, any 
abelian normal subgroup of G, contained in E, has to be contained in 
Z(G) n E = Z(E), following Step 4. However by Step 7 the non-singular 
symplectic [F, N-module V, is not anisotropic. Therefore, if 1 G/N1 = p, then 
Theorem (3.2) in [ 1 ] yields a contradiction, whereas if 1 GINI = q, q an odd 
prime with q 1 p - 1, then our Theorem (2.3) gives a contradiction. This 
finishes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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